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For three generations, Greggersen has made a name for

itself as a specialist in the handling of critical and com-

pressed gases. More than 100 employees work in the

key areas of medical technology, CEGA Systems 

(Central Gassupply Systems) and welding equipment.

As manufacturers of technical gas equipment and 

life-support systems, we accept only the best possible 

quality. Greggersen guarantees perfection and 

reliability. We are a full-service gas supplier, and offer

advice, planning, development, production, installation,

maintenance and servicing.

What Hans Greggersen established as a welding repair

service in 1924 has today become an international 

authority on CEGA. Company inventions, numerous 

patents and a successful internationalisation testify to

the success of the Greggersen brand and its excellent 

relations with its customers.

THE GREGGERSEN BRAND

As it is in nature, so it is in 

technology: the value of 

experience shines through.



All our products are made exclusively in Germany. This

is the only way we can guarantee that each part 

matches perfectly and we can step in to make on-the-

spot corrections if needed. 

With over 100 highly qualified employees, and vertical

integration of up to 80%, we retain our CEGA know-how

within the company and can therefore actively ensure

the outstanding quality of our products. 

We only use the best materials in our manufacturing,

and our use of these resources show sure instinct and

expertise. Our customers prize this perfectionism it

makes a solid basis for long-term and successful part-

nerships. 

M A N U FAC TO RY  G R E G G E R S E N

Any technical product is only 

as dependable as the person 

who makes it. 



Especially we hold our products to the

highest quality standards, because we

know how important technical reliability

is when it comes to CEGA systems.

These high standards are not just for the

technology on the inside – they are also

shown in the design on the outside. 

Greggersen products are masterpieces

of aesthetics that deliver just what their

appearance promises: perfect function,

maximum reliability, accessible comfort.

True beauty comes from within. This is 

visible in both, the larger systems and the

smallest details. 

The outstanding demand for Greggersen

manufacturing worldwide is due to the

harmony between technology and aes-

thetics. 

B E AU T Y

When you cross

timeless beauty

with superior

technology, an 

extraordinary

thing arises.



Patients always relay on constant supply of

medical gases. Their health depends upon

it – and often their lives do too. 

Greggersen CEGA systems are state of the

art, and often even a step ahead of that.

Only those who continue developing, testing

and installing high-tech innovations can

guarantee a smooth course in the future. 

Modern concepts are based on the centra-

lisation of gas supply sources: oxygen, 

nitrous oxide and carbon dioxide are 

provided in cylinders or liquid tanks, with air

pressure and vacuum pressure achieved

using compressors and pumps. All of these

complex processes require know-how, 

experience, and uncompromising techno-

logy in the selection and construction of 

materials, as well as in hardware and 

software development. 

H I G H T E C H

We are always striving to take 

our technology further – but we 

do so out of enthusiasm, 

rather than a desire to look good.



All of our employees know that they are 

accountable to the patients who use our

products. We guarantee certified quality,

rigorously examine every link in the produc-

tion chain, put solutions to the test and 

improve our products, it is the people that

make the difference. 

This is why Greggersen inspects each piece

several times by hand. Most of our raw 

materials consist of 100% recyclable 

metals, such as brass and copper. We find

consideration for the environment to be a

fundamental sign of quality. 

We design our products so that they will

enjoy a long life, and that maintenance will

be straightforward and affordable. We also

put great value on ergonomics and ease of

use. 

Offering perfect products is an extremely

high standard, which is the goal of every

Greggersen employee, every day.  

P E R F E C T I O N  

Perfection is a high standard, one

that can only be fulfilled if function

and aesthetics develop in tandem.



We tailor our offerings to our customers 

because we work close together to find 

solutions. We understand their problems

and their particularities, whilst keeping in

mind, the big picture and the small details. 

This is as true for products as it is for 

services. And it applies not only to what we

produce, but also to how we produce it. 

Greggersen knows each customer's needs

and attends to them with care and with 

professionalism. Whether we are designing

the architecture of a network or arranging 

visible elements from glass, metal or other

materials in close consultation with the 

customer, our products are always made to

individual specifications.

I N D I V I D U A L I T Y

In a world where offerings grow 

more and more similar, we empha-

size individuality that is fitted to our

customers' needs. 



When all of the parts of a system are 

carefully coordinated with one another, its

functionality increases, and a loose bunch of 

instrumental soloists becomes an orchestra

playing in harmony. 

Greggersen uses a flexible system to plan,

realise, optimise and maintain the highly

complex equipment used in CEGA. The use

of intelligent components and clearly 

defined processes shows that the highest

level of function can be guaranteed at all

times. This also testifies to our rapid speed of

innovation. We modernise our technology 

as quickly as possible, always with our 

customers in mind.

We offer full service – everything 

from manual labour to computer-aided 

manufacturing processes. Our system is 

continually evolving, but always remains

backward compatible, making it work easier

for our customers.

S Y S T E M

Each of our 

components 

functions at 100%,

but the system is

not perfect until 

we have delivered

every part, installed

and serviced it.  



The exclusive quality of our products is an 

obligation to apply our high standards 

everywhere. We therefore place strict criteria on

the selection of our co-operation partners.

Greggersen is proud to co-operate only with

first-class specialists such as Fred Held, one of

the leading industrial designers in medical

technology.

All of our german partners and providers share

our emphasis on equality, openness and 

mutual trust. This is the only way that each 

partner can benefit from the other that each of

our customers can benefit from a well-practised

team. 

G R E G G E R S E N  
PARTNERS

Anyone who wants to deliver 

outstanding quality must work with

the very best partners. 

In close contact, eye to eye.


